Helping pension funds 
unlock the true value of
financial data


Against a backdrop of turbulent financial markets and an increased focus on cost efficiency, many North
American pension funds are reviewing their portfolio management practices, and are keen to take greater
control of the investment process and start managing a larger part of their portfolio internally. Over the
past year, leading quant technology provider SigTech has become a trusted partner to several pension
funds, providing them with the quant infrastructure needed to create bespoke investment solutions with
the objective of improving investment results.


Cost efficiency
SigTech allows you to meet cost
efficiency targets, reduce your
third party spend on
management fees by creating
and managing bespoke
investment strategies internally,
and improve investment results.

Time-to-market
With SigTech’s outsourced
turnkey solution, you will have
a fully functioning quant
infrastructure up and running
within weeks.

Quant expertise
Leverage SigTech’s IT

infrastructure and quant
expertise including access to
300+ pre-built investment
strategies and functionalities
to expand your inhouse
capabilities.

SigTech accelerates your data-driven investment process
Our integrated quant technologies platform provides pension funds with an industry leading backtesting
engine with clean, validated and operationally-ready data across asset classes. This gives SigTech’s clients
an edge in alpha generation from day one, without time wasted on cleaning data, and the time, risk and high
upfront costs associated with building a quant infrastructure in-house.


SigTech is expanding rapidly; currently employing more than 75 people globally. Our clients oversee a
combined AuM of $5 trillion.

Faster, more
reliable  
backtest results

Clean and
validated data,
ready to use

Execute  
trades without
friction

Streamline your research
process with SigTech’s
trustworthy backtesting
engine.

Access a wide range of
validated, cleaned, premapped data across asset
classes.

One integrated system for
research and production to
minimise slippage.

Common use cases for our
pension fund clients
Our clients create customised investment strategies across all asset classes using a wide range of
financial instruments.

Custom indexing

FX risk premia

Creating bespoke equity index portfolios by

Building a diversified FX strategy exhibiting low

applying individual ESG guidelines, defining

correlation to standard asset classes by tailoring

exposure to specific risk factors and making use

carry, value and momentum risk premia

of various optimisation methodologies.

strategies.

Multi-asset class

Tail risk

Building a trend following strategy using intraday

Customising tail risk strategies using various

data for a wide range of futures and forwards

derivatives to hedge against unforeseen shocks in

across all major asset classes.

the financial markets.

Case study leading pension fund
Discover how a leading $130bn pension fund is using SigTech to scale their quant infrastructure to
expand the in-house managed strategies.

“In our efforts to expand our systematic research capabilities in a highly scalable manner, we
were looking for a technology partner that could give us the ability to very quickly backtest
quant strategies in the macro space. Working with a cutting edge software firm like SigTech,
we were able to apply a high degree of customisation to our strategies and deploy to a live
production environment in record time.”

Senior Systematic Macro Trader
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General Disclaimer

This document has been prepared by, and is being
communicated by, SIG Technologies Limited
(“SigTech”). This document has been provided
specifically for the use of the intended recipient
only and must be treated as proprietary and
confidential. It may not be passed on, nor
reproduced in any form, in whole or in part, under
any circumstances without express prior written
consent from SigTech. Without limitation to the
foregoing, any text and statistical data or any
portion thereof contained in this document may
not be published, rewritten for broadcast or
publication or redistributed in any medium, except
with the express prior written permission of
SigTech. This document is provided for information
purposes only and does not constitute an invitation,
solicitation or offer to subscribe for or purchase any
of the financial assets, products or services
mentioned herein, nor shall it, or the fact of its
distribution or communication, form the basis of, or
be relied on in connection with any contract. This
document is not intended to constitute, nor should
it be construed as, investment advice. This
document is not intended to provide a sufficient
basis on which to make any investment decision.
The information contained herein has not been
provided in a fiduciary capacity, and it is not
intended to be, and should not be considered as,
impartial investment advice. The information, data
and opinions contained in this document are for
background purposes only, are not purported to be
full or complete and no reliance should be placed
on them. SigTech believes

(but has not necessarily verified) that the sources
of the information, data and opinions contained in
this document are reliable. However, SigTech gives
no guarantee, representation, warranty or
undertaking, either express or implied, regarding
and accepts no liability, responsibility or duty of
care for, the accuracy, validity, timeliness or
completeness of any such information, data or
opinion (whether prepared by SigTech or by any
third party) or that it is suitable for any particular
purpose or use or it will be free from error. No
obligation is undertaken to update any information,
data or material contained herein. Any projections
or analyses contained or relating to the matters
described herein may be based on subjective
assessments and assumptions and may use one
among alternative methodologies that produce
different results. Accordingly, to the extent this
document contains any projections or analyses,
any such projections or analyses should not be
viewed as factual and should not be relied upon as
an accurate prediction of future results. In addition,
information or analyses based on, or relating to,
past performance of any financial asset, product or
service mentioned herein is no guarantee and is
not indicative of future results. Engaging in
investment activity may expose an investor to a
significant risk of losing all of the amount invested.
Any person who is in any doubt about engaging in
investment activity should consult an authorised
person specialising in advising on such activities. 
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